
YOUR WEBSITE IS NOT BEING FOUND
If your site does not appear on the first page of Google search results, chances 
are your clients aren't finding you. Did you know that fewer than 1% of your 
potential clients actually look at the second page of search results? 

More than 99% of people only look at the first page of Google search results, and 
of those, 31.7% will simply click on the first link to come up. 

Google SEO (search engine optimisation) is critical to your site appearing in 
search results; without it, your clients cannot find you!
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REASONS WHY YOUR WEBSITE ISN’T BRINGING YOU BUSINESS

YOUR WEBSITE IS NOT DESIGNED FOR USABILITY 
OR CONVERSION
Within the first THREE seconds of their visit to your site, your target audience 
needs to know:
• WHO you are
• WHAT you do
• WHERE you do it (the areas you service)
• HOW to contact you
It must also have a call to action clearly visible to your audience: a clear 
instruinstruction on what you want them to do. Whether you want your audience to 
"Call Now!", "Book Now", "Enquire Now" or perform some other action, your site 
MUST specify what they should do next. 

YOUR WEBSITE IS TOO SLOW TO LOAD
Over 60% of your audience will LEAVE your site if it takes longer than three 
seconds to load. Load speed is vital to retaining your audience. If you want to 
know how long your site takes to load, there are plenty of online tools 
available to test your site (e.g. GTMetrix, Pingdom). 

YOUR WEBSITE IS NOT MOBILE RESPONSIVE
Before the recent COVID-19 lockdown, 50% of people would view websites on 
their mobile phones. Today, 80-90% use their mobiles to surf the web and view 
sites. 

That means that if your site is not mobile responsive, you will lose a staggering 
80-90% of your potential audience!

YOU’RE NOT UPDATING YOUR WEBSITE ENOUGH
Before the recent COVID-19 lockdown, 50% of people would view websites on 
their mobile phones. Today, 80-90% use their mobiles to surf the web and view 
sites. 

That means that if your site is not mobile responsive, you will lose a staggering 
80-90% of your potential audience!



YOU HAVEN’T DEFINED YOUR TARGET MARKET
Your website must appeal to your ideal client in everything from brand colours 
and styling, to message and content. For example, if your ideal client is a busy 
corporate CEO, a fluffy pink website with lots of frills and hours of reading to do is 
unlikely to appeal to them. 

To reach your ideal client, you must understand them.
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REASONS WHY YOUR WEBSITE ISN’T BRINGING YOU BUSINESS

YOU DON’T HAVE GOOGLE ANALYTICS
Google Analytics is easy to install and can provide you with valuable 
information on what is happening on your website. It can tell you who is 
visiting, where they're coming from and where you're losing them, which can 
in turn help you fix problems as they crop up. 

YOUR WEBSITE DOESN’T MATCH YOUR BRAND
Your branding must match across all your channels - social media, print, 
website, in person, everywhere. Your colours, logo, message, wording, slogans, 
your entire brand personality MUST be consistent. 

Consistency equals trust, and without trust, your business is dead in the water.

YOUR WEBSITE IS TOO WORDY
Large blocks of text are difficult and off putting to your website visitors. The 
usability of your site has a massive impact on your website conversion - too 
much text leads to bored viewers who navigate away from your website. 

To avoid this, focus on getting your message across concisely. Try breaking up 
large blocks of text into smaller paragraphs and using bullet points to reduce 
visual overwhelm. 

YOUR WEBSITE ISN’T SECURE
If your site doesn't have an SSL certicate, browsers will either direct visitors 
away from your site or display large, scary warnings that will cause most to 
leave. Obtaining an SSL certicate is easy and vital to the operation of your 
business website. 


